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“What the hell? Gao Ping and Song Qiuyan’s family are making trouble in the hospital?”

When Qin Ming saw the information sent by the three brothers in the dormitory, he was very puzzled
that their family members did not take good care of their children. What’s so noisy about this? Did the
hospital offend them?

Qin Ming hurried to the hospital. After arriving at the hospital, he discovered that there were a lot of
people here, all of them reporters and crowds.

Here in the ward, a few excited parents were pulled away by the security guard.

Qin Ming didn’t know someone, but he saw Liang Shaoyong’s protection. It should be Zhao Menghua’s
parents. They were all scratched on their faces, and they were very helpless and embarrassed.

An aunt pointed at someone viciously and cursed: “It’s all your daughters. They are low-minded and
want to cling to the powerful, so that they can be taken advantage of by the liar. As a result, they also
dragged our daughter into the water. If it weren’t for her gold worshiper, my daughter would have
sucked it. Drugs? Will you be deceived?”

An aunt from two foreigners also scolded: “Returning a college student? Still a senior sister? It’s true
that such a senior sister has been bloody for eight lifetimes. This happened because of her, and my
daughter was deceived.”

“Hand over the person and give an explanation.”

“Violence, come out and be in the bed, I want to sue you.”

“Yes, don’t think that she is also a victim, she is an accomplice, and we are the victims.”

These uncles and aunts kept yelling, the hospital ward was full of excitement, and some family members
kept telling reporters how miserable, how innocent, and how good their children were, they were all
broken by Zhao Menghua.

Qin Ming frowned, what are these people doing? How can Zhao Menghua be blamed for such a thing?

A slap can’t make a sound, isn’t it because Gao Ping and the others worship money and want to know
the rich?

Qin Ming walked over, and Zhao Liniu hurriedly pulled him in and said, “This is terrible. Gao Ping and
Song Qiuyan’s parents and other victimized girls are speeding up the trouble together. Zhao Menghua
must be held responsible and compensated. It is said that Zhao Menghua caused the damage. They lost
their daughters. Isn’t this nonsense? Just the two gold-worshipers Gao Ping and Song Qiuyan, tut… there
are some other things that are irrelevant.”

Qin Ming asked, “Is Senior Sister Zhao awake?”

Zhao Liniu said: “It’s okay, I’m already sober. She regretted what she had done. She said that she
originally went to Cao Wei’s company to apply for a lecturer assistant, but accidentally drank the
interviewer Cao Wei’s delivery. Shui, after that, my mind was confused, and Cao Wei believed whatever
she said, for about half a month.”

“In the past half month, Cao Wei used Senior Sister Zhao to set up a lot of downlines and pulled many
girls into their scam companies. Many girls were defrauded of money, but those people were all former
friends of Senior Sister Zhao.”

Qin Ming asked hesitantly, “Is Senior Sister Zhao suffering?”

Zhao Liniu said: “This misunderstanding is explained. In the summer vacation, Senior Sister Zhao was
really trying to find a job, so she rarely contacted Young Master. Moreover, Cao Wei was busy setting up
a scam, and she has never been affected by her, and she has not suffered. It’s a blessing in misfortune.”

Qin Ming nodded, as Cao Wei said when he begged for mercy last night. Zhao Menghua didn’t suffer a
big loss, but Cao Wei used Zhao Menghua to make a lot of her friends and cheated a lot of money.

Qin Ming asked again: “What did Yong Shao say?”

Zhao Liniu said: “Yong Shao has forgiven her, and she has reconciled with Yong Shao. However, due to
the influence of drugs, her mental state is a little poor, and it may take a while to recover.”

Qin Ming looked at the door, and Liang Shaoyong blocked the door tightly to prevent these family
members from rushing in and harassing Zhao Menghua.

Qin Ming approached the bed and asked, “Sister Zhao, is it better?”

Zhao Menghua smiled with satisfaction: “Qin Ming, thank you for coming to see me. I have become like
this, and I have to blame myself. I didn’t watch out.”

Qin Ming said, “Sister Zhao, don’t worry, those swindlers can’t get away from death.”

Zhao Menghua lowered his head in pain: “I don’t want to care about them, but my friends…I killed them
all because of me.”

Qin Ming comforted: “Sister Zhao, don’t say that, and you can’t blame you all. Yesterday’s few were
fine, and the police were still very helpful. By the way, you were also deceived by the woman named Ma
Rui. Are you a victim too.”

Zhao Menghua sighed: “The scam company was indeed introduced to me by Ma Rui, because I kept
running into trouble finding a job during the summer vacation. She said to be an assistant with a
monthly salary of 13 thousand, so I was moved. But I can’t hate her. She was even more miserable than
me. She was deceived and deceived. After she was rescued, she woke up, her whole person was… alas.”

Qin Ming also deeply believed that when a girl encountered the kind of deceit and sex, she couldn’t
have a nervous breakdown afterwards? Fortunately, he saved people in time, otherwise a dozen more
girls would suffer.

Zhao Menghua asked again: “Qin Ming, listen to the police say you have a part in saving us?”

Qin Ming sneered: “It’s not me, it’s Yong Shao fighting with that Cao Wei. Before he fainted, he dragged
me tightly so that I must rescue you.”

Zhao Menghua looked at the door happily. She knew that her boyfriend was a person worthy of trust,
and said, “Anyway, thank you. A Yong is really lucky to know a good brother like you.”

“Oh!” As soon as the voice fell, Liang Shaoyong and Zhao Menghua’s parents were pushed in and fell to
the ground.

There were too many family members of the victim, indiscriminately, they all came to Zhao Menghua,
and they rushed over while cursing.

“It’s her, this gold-worshiper, bitch, dirty bitch.”

“My daughter is miserable by you, you have to be responsible.”

“My son was also deceived, a full fifty thousand yuan, you are a vicious woman, you are deceived by
classmates.”

“What is a classmate? How can I be relatives with her? Who is not good to deceive, but to deceive
relatives? Zhao Menghua, are you worthy of your cousin?”

These family members were so excited that Sun Zhipeng and Zhao Liniu couldn’t stop them.

Zhao Menghua was so frightened that he raised the quilt and did not dare to look at these people,
apologized: “I’m sorry, I’m sorry.”

The emotional parents cursed: “Apologizing is useful. What do you want the police to do?”

Someone picked up a water pipe and called, but the security guards were too late to help, because there
were too many family members.

Bang!

Liang Shaoyong swooped at the limit and blocked Zhao Menghua’s front. His head was broken by a stick,
and blood was flowing.

Liang Shaoyong gritted his teeth, endured the pain, and said, “Xiao Ming, go away. It’s dangerous.”

Qin Ming felt annoyed when his good brother was beaten like this.

He dodged the water pipe and knocked back with a stick on the front. With a bang, the uncle who had
just started his hand was beaten to break through the blood stream, and he fell to the ground and
couldn’t stand up.

Everyone was shocked. They were all pushing and insulting. They thought Qin Ming was a bully, but
even if they did it, they didn’t dare to fight back. How could Qin Ming be a violent temper.

Seeing Qin Ming’s fierceness, these people took a few steps back in fright.

Qin Ming pointed at these people and cursed: “You are a medical trouble. You don’t seek scammers to
defend their rights and seek other victims? Does this make sense? Will your children be deceived if they
don’t want money? There are so many scammers. Simple? Take them to get to know rich people, rich
second-generation, single-rich businessmen, why should you catch one? Isn’t it because your children
are plotting money? Don’t think about it, those rich and rich second-generations are like that Is it easy
to catch?”

The truth is this truth, everyone understands it, but these people make trouble and toss about it, aren’t
they just for money? They want Zhao Menghua’s family to pay compensation and make a fortune.

Suddenly, an aunt pointed at Qin Ming and cursed: “How old are you? Why do you stand up and speak
for her? You don’t have a backache while talking. It was not Zhao Menghua’s introduction that my
daughter would not be deceived. You give it to me. Let’s get out of the way.”

“Yes, get out.” The family members said in unison, but they didn’t dare to use it this time, their mouths
were still powerful.

Qin Ming was about to speak, and a few policemen walked outside and scolded: “Go out, what do you
look like? Do you know who he is? He is your benefactor!”
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“What’s your status? Take care of our business?”

“How old are you? Why do you stand up and speak for her? Are you an accomplice?”

“She, Zhao Menghua, fooled our children, what scam company was she going to, what scammer
lectured, and she was forced to drink the drugs, just forget it?”

In the face of these family members, Zhao Menghua’s parents were injured and pushed to the side.
Liang Shaoyong even covered his bleeding forehead. No one else dared to come up to the trouble.

But Qin Ming doesn’t have any good points, he just talks about loyalty, and friends have troubles, so he
can’t ignore it.

He held a blood-stained iron rod in front of the hospital bed with his eyebrows cold and cold, and these
family members did not dare to make a fuss.

When the two sides were at war, the police finally arrived, leading a female police officer in a beautiful
uniform and scolded: “Go out, what do you look like? Do you know who he is? He is your child’s
benefactor!”

Those emotional parents were dumbfounded and asked: “What’s the matter?”

“Officer Sun, why are you here?”

“Officer Sun, what do you mean by this?”

“Why is he our child’s benefactor?”

The person who rushed to hear the news was Sun Changxi, who stood out from the crowd. She was
brave and brave, and she deserved to be the flower of the police force.

She was wearing a dark blue uniform, with flowers on her shoulders, and two stars in one bar. It is
estimated that she will soon become three stars in one bar.

When she came to Qin Ming, she inexplicably remembered the close contact between the two of them
in the hotel’s hot spring female bath last night. Her wheat-colored cheeks were inexplicably stained with
blush. She bit her lip and hummed, “Qin Ming, It’s you again, there are you everywhere, you can really
mess up.”

Qin Ming said with a smile on his face, “I don’t smell the smell of sister Changxi, I’m here to stay here?”

Qin Ming was just joking, but in a slightly ambiguous tone, Sun Changxi’s mind flashed through the
memory of the two being hugged in the hot spring last night and the two were in close contact. At that
time, Qin Ming really smelled her body?

Sun Changxi immediately said angrily: “I’m not serious, please be serious and stand at attention!”

Perhaps because of the dignity of a policeman, Qin Ming immediately gave him a standard stand up.

Sun Changxi turned around and said to these emotional family members: “Dear uncles and aunts, you
have also seen me in the morning. I took over this case, and I participated in the arrest. This classmate
Qin Ming, he accidentally discovered this once. The criminal gangs are cheating, provide me with clues,
help our police solve the case, and make a lot of credit.”

“Especially the three masterminds originally escaped through a special channel. It was Qin Ming who
provided the clues, and our police successfully caught the mastermind.”

“So, this time so many victims can be rescued smoothly, Qin Ming also has a lot of credit.”

“Especially the dozen or so girls who were deceived last night. They were very lucky and didn’t lose
much. Qin Ming helped a lot.”

Sun Changxi’s words are very useful, so that these uncles and aunts are all silent. It turns out that this
handsome young man is a good person.

Yes, Qin Ming is to provide clues to the police to help the police catch criminals and rescue your
children’s heroes. Are you embarrassed to mess around here?

At this time, at the door of the ward, Gao Ping walked over with a hanging bottle and said, “Mom, come
back soon, don’t lose your confession. It was Qin Ming who reminded us that the other party was a liar
before, because we didn’t listen to him, and I regret my death. Now.”

Song Qiuyan also came here hanging the potion, and she said, “Dad and Mom, don’t be ashamed. Come
back soon. Don’t blame others for this, we are too easy to be fooled.”

Qin Ming was very surprised. The two women did not target Qin Ming for the first time.

Gao Ping saw Qin Ming look over, and said gratefully: “Qin Ming, listen to Mu Ling said that you have
found someone to sneak in to give lectures in order to save us. Thank you Qin Ming, who always looked
down on you before, after this incident, I know I was wrong, I shouldn’t discriminate against you. In
short, thank you, and I will invite you to dinner later.”

Song Qiuyan didn’t say so much, she leaned slightly, and said, “Thank you, Qin Ming. I’m sorry for the
past, aren’t you always generous? Don’t worry about me, okay?”

Qin Ming was inexplicably moved, and the two women had specifically targeted him before.

Once they see him, or play together, they are like seeing a beggar, all kinds of cynicism, all kinds of
money worship, and bragging about the rich second generation. They didn’t expect that after this
incident, they would have changed their views on Qin Ming?

It’s strange.

This may be growth. People will always change, for good or for bad.

Isn’t it a kind of growth that they can say such words in front of so many people?

The parties have all come, and if the families of these victims continue to make trouble, it will be even
more untenable.

Qin Ming dropped the iron rod in his hand and said, “Uncles and aunts, and Senior Sister Zhao are also
victims. She was also deceived by her friends. We should target the perpetrators, not the innocent
victims.”

The family members looked at each other, knowing that it would be useless if the trouble went on, and
they would slowly disperse without compensation.

Upon seeing this, Zhao Liniu gave Qin Ming a thumbs up, and said, “Xiao Ming, you are still great. I feel
like you can’t be troubled by anything now.”

Qin Ming said, “It’s nothing, a small matter.”

Zhao Menghua’s parents walked over excitedly and took Qin Ming’s hand: “Thank you, classmate, thank
you for saving my daughter.”

Qin Ming said: “Uncle Zhao, Aunt Zhao, don’t say these things, I have known Senior Sister Zhao for a
long time. We are all friends. It is wise to help each other. Moreover, Young Master and I are also good
brothers. He was trying to save Senior Sister Zhao yesterday. He was also very brave. He was beaten by
the liar leader, but he didn’t give up. To save Senior Sister Zhao, Young Master also helped a lot.”

Liang Shaoyong, who was covering his head, grinned in embarrassment. Qin Ming always speaks to Zhao
Menghua’s family, isn’t it to help him build a good impression?

Good brother, nothing more.

The matters in the ward have been dealt with and order has been restored.

Sun Changxi gave Qin Ming a “fierce” look, and said, “You come out for me.”

Qin Ming deliberately said: “Sister Changxi, try me? I didn’t commit a crime, did I?”

Sun Changxi snorted in embarrassment: “Please drink coffee, don’t you look good?”

Qin Ming said with a smile, “Of course you need it.”

Outside the hospital, Sun Changxi bought a can of cold drinks and threw it to Qin Ming, and asked: “You
honestly explain what happened after you were abducted by Cao Wei last night? And how do you know
that the suburban hotel has an old underground driveway? How did you catch the three leaders?”

Qin Ming said, “Isn’t it a coincidence? Cao Wei collided with Professor Fu’s car when he was holding me
away. They all fainted, so I tied them up and left.”

Sun Changxi was unhappy and said, “Can you lie to me? I still want to investigate, but the above won’t
let me. The case is going to be finalized early, and I have no intention of discussing you at all? I think you
are still a student and don’t want to disclose your name. But in private, why do you have to explain it
clearly to me, right?”

Qin Ming said, “Since the verdict is finalized, isn’t it closed? Sister Changxi, what are you struggling
with?”

Qin Ming wanted to say, shouldn’t he be entangled with the money of those scammers? Qin Ming had
eaten hundreds of millions, but he didn’t want to vomit it out.

However, Sun Changxi’s answer surprised him. She said: “This is a collective action by our police. In fact,
I only protected more than a dozen hostages. Because of you, my credit became the greatest in the end,
and I received it. Ashamed.”

Sun Changxi touched the bars and flowers on her shoulders, really ashamed.

Qin Ming admired Sun Changxi’s attitude of not being proud or complacent. He said, “It’s useless for me
to take credit. It’s better to let Sister Changxi. Sister Changxi, you are indeed capable, you should be my
compensation. .”

Sun Changxi wondered: “Compensation? What are you making up for me? Humph, if you want to
mention something in the hot spring last night, I don’t want to make up, I want you to be responsible for
me!”

Qin Ming was taken aback, responsible? Isn’t it? What is he responsible for?
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Qin Ming looked at Sun Changxi, and had to say that Sun Changxi had a very good personality, was
friendly to others, and was also a very good policeman.

But what happened in their hot spring last night was a pure misunderstanding. He was responsible for
this, not to marry him, right? Is Sun Changxi’s thinking so traditional?

“Responsible?” Qin Ming asked, “Sister Changxi, how old are you older than me? Although I don’t mind
marrying someone older than me…”

Boom, Sun Changxi knocked Qin Ming’s forehead with her finger embarrassedly, and said, “What about
you, Qin Ming, you are a college student anyway, are you full of men and women? You kid, you can’t
figure it out. , Men disguise themselves as women and mix in. Huh, the person in charge I said is not
asking you to marry me. You think too much.”

Qin Ming heaved a long sigh of relief when he heard that he was not going to marry Sun Changxi.

Sun Changxi was also annoyed when he saw him being saved. Could she be a scourge?

She is also a lot of people praise her for beauty, is the flower of the police force good?

Qin Ming looked at Sun Changxi’s cannibalistic eyes, and quickly explained with a smiling face: “No, no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, how dare I dislike you. What am I… I am not mentally
prepared, you see that I am only in my senior year. Well, I’m just 22 years old this year, and it’s too early
for me to get married. Of course, if I can marry a beautiful woman like you, sister Chang Xi, that’s the
blessing of my ancestors.”

Sun Changxi gave him an angry look, and said: “Okay, I know what you think, don’t slap-up, it’s useless
to me. I’m only 23. I just started working this year. You are one year old. It won’t be that little chicken
belly. What happened last night, you kept me stuffed in my stomach for the rest of my life, do you
know?”

Qin Ming raised his hand to swear, “I swear, God knows and earth, you know I know, your future
husband will never know.”

“Ah! You!” Sun Changxi just calmed down, and immediately became irritable again. Qin Ming, are you
doing something wrong?

Qin Ming ran away immediately after speaking, “Hahaha, sister Changxi, I am a vulgar person, and what I
said is the truth, right?”

Sun Changxi’s face was flushed, and she yelled, “Qin Ming, stop for me.”

However, Qin Ming was stopped by the enthusiastic crowd before he ran very far. After all, when the
female police chased people, it must be a thief. In the end, Qin Ming was screwed by Sun Changxi and
asked for a meal as compensation.

The so-called responsibility is to have a meal and pay homage to Sun Changxi’s five internal organs
temple.

After dealing with Sun Changxi, Qin Ming went to the hospital ward again. The place was already quiet.
What was surprising was that Chen Muling also came to visit Zhao Menghua.

Compared to others, Chen Muling was too lucky to be forced to drink that “happy water”, so he did not
need to receive treatment.

I don’t know why, when Qin Ming saw Chen Muling, his eyes turned to her bra.

After all, too much happened in the hot spring of the hotel last night, and Chen Mulling took the
initiative to pull his hand to the top of her chest. Who can stand it?

Today, Chen Muling is not putting on the heavy black makeup of the “dark angel”. He wears a daily floral
dress with long hair tied into a ponytail, a designer bag on his shoulder, and a pair of women’s canvas.
The flat shoes are pure and lovely.

Qin Ming said in his heart, he really looks pretty no matter how he looks up.

When Chen Muling saw Qin Ming’s feelings a little bit more inexplicably, he didn’t say anything badly at
each other.

But because she was in front of the bar before, she didn’t believe Qin Ming’s reminder, and she vomited
Qin Ming’s saliva. It was quite violent at the time.

But in the hotel, the “sister” who went in undercover admitted that it was Qin Ming who asked to save
Chen Muling, and it did leave Chen Muling unharmed.

Sun Changxi found out that Qin Ming was disguised as a woman at the time, and she didn’t say anything.
After all, the influence was not good.

Moreover, at that time, in order to avoid trouble, Qin Ming said that it was to save Chen Muling.

Therefore, Chen Muling’s misunderstanding, he has a good impression of Qin Ming, and it cannot be
avoided.

Zhao Menghua pulled Chen Muling’s sleeves and said: “Muling, this time we are saved, and Qin Ming’s
help is indispensable. Why do you still misunderstand others? I heard that Nie Haitang left Guangzhou
City because of bankruptcy. Qin Ming is not single again. Yet?”

Chen Muling curled his lips and said: “Sister Menghua, what does it matter to me that he is single? I
don’t like him. Although he finds someone to save me, I don’t have to be with him? He has so many girls.
Inattentive. Besides, you are also helping ex-girlfriend Li Meng to pay off his debts.”

Zhao Menghua said: “If Qin Ming is really not a good person, he won’t do that much to save us. You still
don’t know him. I used to see him at school and treat Li Meng very well.”

Zhao Menghua is really grateful to Qin Ming, and she also thinks that Chen Muling, a good girlfriend, is
pretty good. She is beautiful, one of the three major universities in China, and she also does business at
home.

On the other hand, Qin Ming showed talents and outstanding achievements. I heard that he also met a
local boss and followed suit. Although he is a little poor now, he is enthusiastic and has an unlimited
future. He is a potential stock.

When the two are getting better, a small group will meet frequently in the future and can maintain the
friendship.

Zhao Menghua called Qin Ming: “Qin Ming, come here.”

Chen Muling suddenly became anxious, blushing half of his face, pausing, and saying, “Oh, sister
Menghua, don’t worry about it.”

Qin Ming walked over and asked, “Sister Zhao, what’s wrong?”

Zhao Menghua asked: “Qin Ming, I heard that you are single again?”

Qin Ming grinned awkwardly, it was indeed like this, but he didn’t want to admit it in his heart.

Because Qin Ming didn’t know how long he could hold on.

Everyone understood Qin Ming’s entangled expression and didn’t want to admit it, but you also have to
accept the reality.

Qin Ming looked at Chen Muling, didn’t he want to introduce her again? Qin Ming wanted to forget it,
right? She thanked me, and Qin Ming smiled at me. Everyone was a classmate and didn’t want to care
about so much. He was a big man with a broad mind.

However, when Chen Muling watched Qin Ming look over, his heart beat inexplicably, and said loudly:
“You, what are you looking at? I didn’t promise you.”

After speaking, Chen Muling bit his lip, buried his head and ran out of the ward.

Qin Ming wondered, what are you doing? Have something to say well.

Zhao Menghua laughed and said, “Qin Ming, let’s not say that Senior Sister Zhao doesn’t take care of
you. Mu Ling’s nature is quite good, but he always knows some bad friends around her, who has taken
her away. I think you are very good, and Mu Ling must be able to follow It’s good for her to be together.
And, Mu Ling is your girlfriend, have you found a treasure too? She is pursued by many people. If you
want to pursue her, the senior sister will help you.”

Liang Shaoyong, who was cutting apples for his girlfriend, also said: “Yes, Xiao Ming, Chen Muling is now
when he is envious of others in a relationship, and when he wants to find a boyfriend, it is the easiest
time to chase him, but she has a very critical vision. It was a good opportunity for you to help save her
this time.”

Qin Ming knew that they were kind, but it was really messing up the mandarin ducks, but Qin Ming was
not annoyed, just shook his head, and said: “I know, but I really don’t have that many ideas now. Let’s
study well first.”

After Zhao Menghua heard this, he was very sorry, and said, “Maybe we, Muling, are not so lucky.”

After visiting Zhao Menghua, Qin Ming also left.

He just walked out of the hospital, but saw Chen Muling leaning against the entrance of the hospital,
seeming to be waiting for someone.

Qin Ming ignored her and walked directly over.

“Hey, you!” Chen Muling found that he was being ignored, his teeth tickled with anger, and he drew
softly, “Qin Ming, stop for me, I have something to say.”
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Chen Muling is very angry, is she not good-looking? Does she smell it? Why does Qin Ming often give her
the feeling of not wanting to see her?

This is proud of her, very unbearable, and it is also the reason why she is unhappy with Qin Ming most of
the time.

No, she was obviously waiting for Qin Ming at the entrance of the hospital, but ignored her. She was so
angry that her lungs exploded.

Chen Muling immediately rushed forward and stopped Qin Ming, like a mad little cat with a ferocious
look, and said: “Qin Ming, stop for me, I have something to tell you.”

Qin Ming scratched his head and said, “Well, just tell me.”

Chen Muling held Bai Nen’s neck high and said, “Thank you for what happened last night. If it weren’t
for you, my end might not have been so good.”

It’s obviously a thank you, but there is no humility, but Qin Ming said indifferently: “Nothing, everyone is
a classmate.”

Chen Muling saw that Qin Ming owed his interest, and was unhappy that he hugged his hands and
squeezed out his plump breasts. Qin Ming’s eyes were instantly attracted, and he hurriedly avoided it.
His mind was always lingering about what happened last night. go.

Chen Muling asked: “Then why are you avoiding me? There is a ghost in your heart? Oh, I see, you didn’t
come to save me personally last night, and felt guilty, thinking I would be angry, didn’t you?”

Chen Muling didn’t know what was in her mind. She grunted and said, “I’m not so stingy. After all, it’s
good for you to save my sister. She saved me. By the way, you and What’s her relationship? Where did
you meet such a beautiful and good-looking young lady? Is she your new girlfriend?”

The corner of Qin Ming’s mouth twitched and he felt tired. This Chen Muling was too self-righteous.

Qin Ming said: “She is not my girlfriend. I was thinking, last night you told me to leave you alone and
slobbered on my face. I’d better not provoke you, so that you don’t need to say that I’m looking for
beautiful ones. Girls start, scumbags who pick up girls everywhere.”

This is a proper irony.

Chen Muling’s expression became stiff. These were the words she had scolded Qin Ming last night. She
pursed her lips in shame, her eyes were a little panicked, and she didn’t know how to place her little
white hands.

Chen Muling retorted: “What you scolded… drool or something, I was drunk at the time, I had no
intention of doing it. You are a big man, what are you doing so stingy?”

Qin Ming said, “I’m stingy, so I won’t save you.”

This is a good word, don’t give Chen Mu a flexible way.

She became even more annoyed, thinking that you are a straight steel man, and people have a good
impression of you. What do you have to do to provoke me? You deserve to be single.

Chen Muling froze for a while before saying: “Then, then I was wrong at the head office? It is a fact that
you had a big summer job with that Bai Yuchun during the summer vacation. I saw it when I went to the
library to buy books. I was with Li Meng yesterday. Hooking up at the school gate and helping her to pay
off her gambling debt is also a fact I heard. Did I wrong you? Didn’t you mess around with flowers and
grass? You said chasing me before.”

Qin Ming stunned: “Did I say to chase you?”

See you, Qin Ming is more wronged than Dou E. He hasn’t said this from beginning to end, right?

Chen Muling said: “Why not? Sister Menghua, as well as the people in your dormitory have said that you
were dumped by Li Meng because of poverty, but you are pretty good, you have a crush on me, want to
know me, and want to chase me.”

Qin Ming squinted. It turned out that the three brothers in the dormitory had said it at the beginning.
He was really wronged.

Qin Ming scratched his head and said: “Bai Yuchun’s brother was in jail due to some changes at home,
and her mother died. During the summer vacation, she was in a bad mood. I was afraid that she would
find shortsights, so I kept looking after her. Later, her long-lost biological father came and took her
away.”

Chen Muling looked startled, there is still such a thing here?

Qin Ming said: “Li Meng owes money and is being pursued. I think that everyone is classmates, and they
have past feelings, so I asked Li Meng to volunteer for a few years as a way to repay her debts. The
personality of worshipping money. It happened that I knew the creditor, and when the other party saw
that I got involved, they forgave the debt. Strictly speaking, I didn’t spend a penny, so I just started
talking.”

Chen Muling grew up with a small mouth in surprise, what turned out to be like this?

Chen Muling bit his lip and knocked over the five flavor bottle in his heart. It took a long time to say:
“Qin Ming, it turns out that I have always misunderstood you. I didn’t expect you to be a warm man.
Sorry, I misunderstood you.”

Qin understood him with a glance and said, “No, I’m a scumbag No. 39, don’t come close to me, I will
hurt you.”

After speaking, Qin Ming turned around and left, and waved at her with Chen Muling behind his back.

Qin Ming thought to himself, in this way, she wouldn’t have anything to do with herself anymore, right?

Although Chen Muling is also a beauty, his unicorn claws took advantage of him in the hot spring last
night. She is a decent person, so don’t be harmed.

But Qin Ming was like this, but Chen Muling cared more. She felt that Qin Ming was angry and didn’t
mean to forgive her.

Qin Ming stopped chasing her, her pride made her feel bad, and instead worried about Qin Ming more
in her heart.

It’s just like Qin Ming’s handling of the foreign students incident in the school yesterday. Chen Muling
put her hand on her chest, feeling very depressed and uncomfortable. She wanted to prove to Qin Ming
that she was right and she was not that bad.

But she just can’t prove it, she just feels uncomfortable.

And she, who has always held the moon with stars, is accustomed to all kinds of men kneeling and
licking, and Chen Muling, who is also used to seeing scumbags, suddenly feels that Qin Ming has become
very special and a little mysterious.

Chen Muling looked at Qin Ming’s back and muttered to himself: “How did he know that the number I
gave him was number 39?”

Chen Muling took out her mobile phone and opened the address book. There was a row of scumbag
numbers. She found Qin Ming’s number and changed “Scumbag No. 39” to “Qin Ming”.

She pressed her mouth and said, “Huh, are you still angry with me?”

Chen Muling caught up again. She held her mobile phone in front of Qin Ming and said, “Look, I changed
your name back.”

Qin Ming was startled and said amusedly: “Okay, there is something else?”

Chen Muling said: “It’s noon now. I want to invite you to dinner. After all, you saved me last night. It’s
not sincere to just say thank you. If you have dinner, you can order whatever you want, how about? If
you invite you to dinner, you can calm down. , Do you still care about me with a girl?”

Qin Mingzhen defeated Chen Muling.

She still thought that Qin Ming was angry, so she said that. I am afraid that this is Qin Ming’s method of
indulging in capture.

Qin Ming also remembered that the first time he saw Chen Muling, he was in the library and ate her
cake.

Unexpectedly, two months later, Chen Muling would invite him to dinner.

Qin Ming thought to himself: “Finally, have a meal, so I don’t have to worry about it anymore.”

The two returned to the school by car and happened to pass by the newly opened Chaoyang
Supermarket at the key intersection of the University Town. This is an industry that Qin Ming built
specifically for his eldest brother Qin Chaoyang.

It is the beginning of the school season. There are so many new students here in the university town.
The Chaoyang Supermarket is very popular. Qin Ming saw Qin Chaoyang wearing a suit and patrolling
and working.

Not long ago, Qin Chaoyang, who was still on the construction site and cement, became the general
manager of a large supermarket with a monthly income of tens of thousands.

Qin Ming thought to himself: “Later, help Big Brother open a supermarket chain, and then according to
the world-class corporate plan, let Big Brother rank among the richest in China in the future. Haha, this
can’t be rushed, you have to take your time.”

Chen Muling followed Qin Ming, curling up his eyebrows and asked, “Qin Ming, where are you taking
me? Back to school?”

Qin Ming smiled mysteriously and said, “No, you come with me, you will know when you arrive.”

Chapter 395
Next to Chaoyang Supermarket, in order to highlight the grade and supporting catering services, Qin
Ming also asked Qi Minghui to pull some chains of stores that college students like nowadays, such as
Starbucks, Gongcha, Bassamu Pastry, Super Crayfish, Fried Chicken Colonel, etc. .

The rent of these catering is also one of the income of the supermarket, and Qin Chaoyang will be a
proper little boss in the future.

Compared with the good business of Chaoyang Supermarket, the small supermarket opposite Zhao
Fugui’s house is quite empty. There are no people at all, and the scale and service are completely
suppressed. Zhao Fugui’s mother sat at the door with envy all over her face.

Qin Ming sneered indifferently, he can’t be blamed for this, capital dictates, the weak and the strong eat
the strong, you are too weak and you can’t blame us for being too strong.

Chen Muling was surprised to see so many new stores here: “When have so many stores opened on this
whole road?”

Qin Ming said: “Yesterday, the mayor came to cut the ribbon. Is this supermarket enough face?”

Chen Muling suddenly said, “It’s okay. Does it have anything to do with you?”

Qin Ming didn’t say it clearly, and didn’t feel annoyed. He said, “It doesn’t matter.”

Chen Muling immediately put on a poker face: “Then why are you so happy? It looks like your house
opened. Come on, what do you want to eat?”

Qin Ming pointed to the spicy crayfish and said, “I heard that this chain store tastes good, so let’s try it.”

Chen Muling had no objection, after all, she invited Qin Ming to dinner to thank her.

They were recognized as soon as they sat down.

“Hey, isn’t that Chen Muling from the business school? I heard that both Nie Haitang and Bai Yuchun
have transferred schools. The school flowers of our Polytechnic University are really miserable. They are
all over the country and each has its own characteristics. It happened that Qin Ming has harmed two
people. I have all transferred to another school. Fortunately, Hua Jie, Daxiao Chen, is not in the company
of a scumbag…Huh?”

“Brother, you read that right, the person next to Chen Muling is our school’s celebrity, the school net’s
first scumbag, Qin Ming.”

“My God… I wrote ninety-nine love letters to Chen Muling, and she persuaded them to return, and gave
ninety-nine roses, but she didn’t accept one. I’m so handsome, she didn’t like it, so why? Qin Ming,
why…”

“What love letter, what rose? At first, Cao Jingcheng, the rich second generation of our school, said
directly that she gave her a Martha without nodding.”

“Cao Jingcheng fought with Qin Ming for Bai Yuchun, but lost. It seems that he committed something
during the summer vacation and dropped out of school.”

“Grass, the goddess I had secretly loved for two years, was, unexpectedly, Qin Ming murdered?”

“It’s really eyeless. A flower is stuck in the cow dung. This Qin Ming used to see him deliver food every
day and get a school scholarship every year. He thought he was a good work-study young man. As a
result, he hooked up with Nie Haitang and became rich. Has gone bad.”

“It’s over, the three most beautiful goddesses in our school will all be poisoned by him.”

“Hey, you straight guys don’t learn how to pick up girls? Isn’t the goddess also a woman? If you don’t
know how to pick up girls, you will scold others?

“It seems right that you understand well? What experience do you have?”

“Haha, it’s easy to say, the goddess is also a woman, just like sand, you will miss it no matter how you
catch it, but you got her wet, what kind of posture do you want to pose?”

“Fuck, does this imply that our goddess has been taken down? Grass, Qin Ming, I am at odds with you.”

There are many students from the same school in the dining room. The rumors and rumors started to
spread. After all, Qin Ming is a celebrity of the school network, and his rhythm is all day long. It is just
that Qin Mingshi did not take it seriously.

People who are familiar with him believe him, and those who are not familiar with him don’t care, so he
didn’t take Qin Ming seriously when he was hacked and turned into a scumbag.

After going out of society, everything will be different.

Everything that happens in school will be different in society. It depends on your social status in society.
The more scumbag you are, the more enviable you are.

Chen Muling peeked at Qin Ming and said, “Should we change places? There are so many gossips here.”

Qin Ming was surprised that Chen Muling would take his feelings into consideration and shook his head:
“It’s okay, it’s the same everywhere. I can’t control other people’s mouths, let them talk.”

When Chen Muling heard Qin Ming say this, she felt that Qin Ming was mature and had a great
affection. She nodded and said: “They don’t understand you, that’s jealous of you.”

The two sat down, and many boys from the school wailed. Feeling that the situation was over, they all
began to scold Chen Muling for being blind. Why did they look at Qin Ming?

At this time, there were students from other universities in the restaurant. Chen Muling was attracted to
the restaurant’s eyes, and it was true that Chen Muling was one of the best beauties in a hundred.

Although in the information age, everyone watching live broadcasts and short videos will see all kinds of
beauties, but in addition to beauty, they also have makeup. It is not easy for you to see one or two good
ones in real life. .

Not to mention stunning beauties, even in the university town, where there are many young beauties,
but Chen Muling’s looks are as rare as giant pandas, otherwise, how could he be touted as the top three
in science and technology by the majority of students on the Internet? Where is one of the school
flowers?

It’s just that Chen Muling’s usual personality is more “fierce” and pungent, and I don’t look into the
personality of the king. The classmates have no good impression of her, and there is no gentle and
virtuous Nie Haitang and the weak and deceptive Bai Yuchun Gao.

But Qin Ming and Chen Muling have known each other for some time, and she felt that her “fierceness”
was actually a bit false. They were all fierce to people with no background and identity. Spicy was a
mouthful, and Qin Ming was ridiculed by her.

But she herself is still a kind person, but she was damaged by too many friends around her.

The two of them ignored others, ordered some dishes on their own, and chatted with each other. Qin
Ming found that the two were quite agreeable, because Chen Muling liked to learn.

Her grade was the tenth grade in the business school, which happened to squeeze Bai Yuchun out of the
scholarship rankings.

Ordinary people just look at Chen Muling’s usual appearance, fashionable and glamorous, so goodlooking, do they need to study so hard?

But Chen Muling was really a female academic bully, and it was surprising that the two could talk and
study together from ear to ear.

Qin Ming finally understood why Zhao Menghua wanted to match the two together. If the previous Qin
Ming, Chen Muling might be really suitable, both of them have the same interest and study.

However, now Qin Ming just treats Chen Muling as a normal friend.

The two chatted together, and an hour passed without knowing it. One hour after one meal, they really
could eat the bowl. They were still talking.

Qin Ming did not notice that in the front left of his position, a beautiful woman wearing a black cap,
denim shorts and a white coat was taking pictures of them frantically.

The little beauty still yelled viciously: “Damn, damn, you bitch, vixen, while my sister is away, seduce my
brother-in-law, this lady will kill you and send the evidence to my sister.”

The other girls at the same table curiously asked, “What’s wrong with Sichun? Are you still in conflict
with the college student at the Polytechnic University?”

Another person exclaimed, “No, Miss Huamu, the only school designated by the Chinese Opera
Academy, doesn’t she also like the Qin Ming from the Polytechnic University? That guy is well-known in
the Polytechnic University and has a negative impression. Is it really a man? Isn’t it bad, women don’t
love?”

The third girlfriend was pleasantly surprised: “Unbelievable, unbelievable, we Miss Mu also have to fall
in love?”

Mu Sichun gritted his teeth and said: “What are you talking about? It’s not what you said. In short, I
don’t think they are pleasing to the eye. What do you say?”

The three girls from Guangxi Opera University cast their eyes at each other and smiled at each other:
“Then you need to talk? We are learning acting.”

Mu Sichun raised a sly smile at the corner of his mouth, lowered his head and began to discuss: “This,
this… and then this…”

